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serial number q: is a table variable a "regular" table? i'm just

learning sql and we have a lot of different definitions of "table"
(for lack of a better term). does a table variable qualify as a

"regular" table? a: a table variable is just a temporary table that
can be used inside a stored procedure and is not visible to the
outside world. it is a table inside a table and is no more or less
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"real" than any other table. a: a table variable, like a local variable
or a parameter, is just a name for a temporary table (effectively a

temporary table). it's a very useful tool to use in stored
procedures, but it does not have any of the properties of a real

table. as an example, say you wanted to use the aggregate
functions, count, max, min, etc. on a temporary table, and then
select that aggregate result into a real table. you can't do that

with a table variable. this season, however, it was the new
england patriots who found themselves in the unfamiliar position
of being the home team. the patriots are now 2-0 at home, while

the texans are now 1-0 away from home. the texans could not run
the ball, gaining just 32 yards on the ground, while tom brady

passed for a career-high 427 yards. the texans offense seemed to
be running out of gas and houston’s defense could not do

anything to slow down new england, leading to a 30-point victory.
houston quarterback case keenum played the first half like an ace
— completing 23 of 29 passes for 293 yards and two touchdowns.
keenum’s first touchdown pass went to will fuller, who caught the

ball from keenum and ran it to the end zone for an 8-yard
touchdown. case keenum hit will fuller for a 28-yard td in the first

half. #houvsne #patriots pic.twitter.com/ww9oq6tz4e —
sportscenter (@sportscenter) october 20, 2018 after the patriots
scored a touchdown on the ensuing drive, houston fans booed

their own team as they were running to the sidelines. brady came
into the game for keenum and went 5-for-5 for 51 yards.
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